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THE ETHICS OF LAWYERS FROM THE
LAYMAN'S VIEWPOINT
GEORGE

E.

SOKOLSKY*

It has been a long time since I addressed an audience like this,
consisting, I assume, entirely of lawyers- of one kind or another.
The last time was at Notre Dame, at the Natural Law Institute, where
they had a great many lawyers, a few philosophers, and me. We had a
very good time but reached no conclusions.
The layman, of course, knows nothing about legal ethics or the
ethics of the legal profession. The layman knows lawyers: good lawyers, bad lawyers, competent lawyers, shysters, crooked lawyers, ard
incompetent lawyers. He knows those lawyers best who are capable
of advertising themselves best through the columns of the newspapers.
The lawyer who gets a fee of $500,000 in a celebrated divorce case is
first-page news, and the public knows him that way. Those whom you
most admire the public never hears of, does not know their names.
Their names never are mentioned on the radio, rarely appear in the
newspapers, and Walter Winchell would not know how to spell them.
I make that point so that we can perhaps have a basis for this discussion, so that we can talk about a layman's view.
"The layman" in the United States is likewise made up of all
kinds of people. There are many people who have no associations
with lawyers from the day they are born until the day they die. They
do no evil; they see no evil; they write no wills; they have no contracts except those which their union prepares for them. They never
even encounter a lawyer, unless perhaps a daughter wants to marry
one, and the family wonders why.
Of course, there are other laymen who are always doing business
with lawyers; and there are laymen who love trials, who try to be on
juries, who get to have a very dear idea about lawyers. In a large
city like New York we have a new profession. It is not so good now, but
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it was an excellent profession during the depression years. I mean the
professional juror, the man who received three dollars a day to serve
on a jury. He came to know a great deal about lawyers, and he had
his own ideas concerning them.
Now, the reason that you are meeting here, and the reason that the
Natural Law Institute met at Notre Dame, and the reason that doctors
are so excited today about medical ethics - the ethics of the medical
profession, the ethics of the dental profession - and the reason that
two lawyers in New York were so impudent as to suggest that journalists need a code of ethics, is that we have lost our standards in this
country. We are in a state of confusion; our social morals are disturbed, and pragmatism has produced the philosophy that what is
successful is ipso facto right. We are no longer angered by corruption;
we wonder that men are not corrupt. We no longer talk about a
corrupt mayor with great excitement; we become excited if a mayor
is honest. We are no longer outraged by divorce, by divorce cases, or
even by outrageous divorce cases. We find them interesting, exciting,
and amusing. We find that the lawyers involved in such cases are
good lawyers when they amuse the audience, which is the reading
and the radio public.
There is a famous lawyer in Hollywood who is an actor, in effect.
He puts on a good show. His show is exciting. We have a lawyer in
New York who is a famous character; he dresses the part, and he acts
the part. Everybody wants to go to court when he is to appear in a
case. He is better than Milton Berle, and gets nearly as much money.
The layman's picture of that kind of lawyer is not based on a standard
of competence, of integrity. That type of lawyer tries his cases, and
he wins his cases - very often because the jury enjoys having him win
the cases. He has put on a good show and ought to get something for
it. I am talking to you now as a reporter that goes to see these things,
though not so often now as I once did.
You will say, some of you, that there is a committee in New York
dealing with the problem, a committee that would censure the press
for reporting such cases or for publicizing cases in advance of the
trial. But that is not the solution you want; you would not purify your
profession that way.
Again, the public that watches cases as they are reported in the
newspapers and on the radio - and very shortly they will be all over
the country on television - is beginning to look upon the case, the
trial, not as a serious matter involving life, property, and liberty but
as an interesting spectacle. Perhaps the reason lies in the kinds of cases
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we get now, the kinds that are reported; but when you have an increase
in divorce, and an increase in crime, there is a heightened public
interest in crime and in divorce, and the public meets the legal profession in the press first.
In an era of moral certainty, in an era of absolutes, in an era when
the natural law prevailed, the public would be indignant at the cases,
at the persons in the cases, at the lawyers, and even at some of our
judges. The public shows no such indignation now. The public's
reaction is that the smart lawyer wins the case, and the dumb lawyer
loses the case. This is not a wholesome reaction; it is not good for
our country, and it is not good for our civilization.
When it comes to matters in the business world the public is impressed by the slowness of trials, the constant delays, the fact that the
calendar is always crowded, the fact that years go by, so that a witness
cannot remember where he was on the night of August 23rd, the fact
that business transactions have become so involved, particularly transactions involving engineering, involving chemistry, involving sales
abroad, and involving foreign exchange. The man who suffers, the
man who may find himself in grave difficulty, is always concerned
by the delay; and he very often wonders whether his lawyer is building
up a case or, to use the phrase that the boys in school use, making a
big case out of a simple matter. The cost involved in such cases is so
great that the middle class cannot afford law suits; and, more and
more, persons who are engaged in business, who cannot afford law
suits, settle out of court and take the consequences.
I first came into contact actively with the law in China. Of course,
I knew something about the law here in our country, because I had
worked as an office boy for a lawyer whose main interest was politics.
He had no clients except those who came to him for favors; and how
he made his money I was too young to learn. Subsequently I have
learned how it was done. But I first came into contact with the law
actively in China, where the law is not respected by anybody, and no
one goes to court -except a fool.
The law there is bad law, because it is the rule of reason; and the
rule of reason, as you all know, can be translated into anything that
you desire it to be, depending upon who pays more. We finally worked
out foreign codes, Chinese codes, a criminal code, a civil code, a business code. Oh, we had all kinds of codes. They sent commissions all
over the world to prepare these codes, and then put at the end of
each one, "When this code conflicts with local customs, local customs
shall prevail." The code never had a chance. The main one was the
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Austrian Code, the Napoleonic Code as practiced in Austria, and it
would naturally conflict with any local custom in China.
I am quite sure that we do not want a situation to develop in the
United States to the extent that there is such distrust of the law, of
courts, of judges, and of lawyers, that only the rich can afford to have
their problems brought into the courts, because they can pay, and
only the very poor can afford to do so, because the legal aid society will
help them. The cost of litigation arises particularly from delay, and
the public's belief that the lawyer is partly, if not entirely, responsible
for the delay is a great factor in the attendant loss of confidence in
the legal profession.
The legal profession used to do a public relations job for itself in
the sense that great lawyers made profound impressions upon the
minds of the American people, particularly in the realm of national
morals. Great lawyers played important roles in public debates over
national problems. Today, it seems, either there are no great lawyers
left or they have all been silenced. Very few lawyers are leading. When
I say very few lawyers are really leading the American people, I still
have to point out that those who are leading are lawyers. I do not
think the distinction is quite clear. While very few great lawyers play
this role of leadership among the American people, there are many
members of the bar whose names appear before the public all the
time. Perhaps this is the distinction, because nearly everybody in
public life is a lawyer, certainly in Congress and in government.
Yet what the country seems to want is true leadership. It wants
leadership in the realm of public morals; it wants leadership in a
resurrection of public standards, of public taste, of good taste.
Mr. Waldman and his committee of the New York County Lawyers
Association say that the press is the corruptive factor in this situation.
But the press merely reproduces what exists. The press does not
conduct trials. The press does not sit in the seat of a mighty judge, who
has an eye on the governorship or a senatorship. The press does not
make the cases. The press reports what happens. If there is objection
to what the press reports, then those things should not happen.
The reporter goes into court. Very often it is a noisy place, in
the lobby and even inside. There is very little decorum, very little
dignity, except at that one moment when the marshal bangs the gavel
and everybody rises. There is very little ceremony. You almost have
a feeling in many cases - I would not say in all cases, because I have
not seen all the courts-but you have a feeling in many cases that
the judge is not listening to the proceedings at all - maybe writing a
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letter to his wife in Miami, or arranging his next discussion with the
politician who controls his fortunes. The lawyers stand there; they
shout at each other, and they quarrel. The public wonders what they
are fighting about. As the layman sits in the courtroom, more and
more he wonders exactly what these lawyers expect of each other and
what they expect of the judge.
Then, when it is all over, the layman so often wonders just how
reasonable men can arrive at the decisions they have reached. The
public knows very little about the rules of evidence, very little about
precedent, very little about the cases that are brought out as proof
of a point. The public goes by what seems, to it, reasonable, what
seems to be instinctively right; and what seems to the public instinctively right is often not what happens in the court. The result is that
there appears to be, particularly in large cities, a growing antagonism,
both to delay and to the confusion in the courtroom. The public does
not understand these things.
Perhaps, if the public were excluded from the courtroom and you
had Star Chamber proceedings, you might be able to do a better job
than you do. But the public is not excluded; it is there, and it watches
two lawyers, and, generalizing from the particular, reaches conclusions
which, while they may be false, affect the general point of view.
I would say on the whole, despite all these criticisms, that the
lawyer still has a better reputation than the doctor, because the public's
response to the physician is much more antagonistic, all over the
country, than it is to the lawyer -if that is any consolation to you.
As a matter of fact, newspapers are finding it advantageous to publish
articles criticizing the medical profession, because there is a great
interest in the subject. The clergy also is being criticized.
Perhaps we are reaching a moment in American life, a very good
moment, when the people are weary of the pragmatic assumption that
anything goes that you can get away with. I am not sure of that, but
when you begin to think of all the criticism there is of all our professions the thought does come to you. In my profession, for instance,
we are reaching the point at which we not only find a great doubt
among the people as to whether we are any good at all but at which
we are even beginning to doubt ourselves. I believe that there is at
this particular moment an arising, a leavening of a popular response to
an unsatisfactory condition in the public morals.
Perhaps this reaction is due to the fact that parents during the
forty-hour week have time to talk to their children. When they talk
to their children their hearts move to their throats at the things they
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hear. Perhaps the cause is a resurgence of nationalism - a feeling that
we are a people, that we have a way of life and that we ought to live
our way of life. Perhaps it is a general fatigue with this constant discussion of great problems and a desire to come closer home and have a
look at ourselves. It is all right knowing about Pakistan and Turkistan and Iran, but what about us? Maybe we are coming closer to
home and analyzing our own world a little better.
Whatever the cause maybe be, this moment seems to be a moment
of self-criticism in this country, of criticism of our own people, of our
professions, of our national leadership, of the competence of those
who serve in one capacity or another. If we ever apply this attitude to
politics we may get good government again.
If there is this tendency in the country, then the lawyers have to
make a distinction between those lawyers who live ethically and those
lawyers who have learned how to advertise by dramatizing themselves
and by making themselves, in effect, actors in each trial. The lawyer
becomes the client, the principal character, in that dramatized type
of situation. Whether the lawyers can work it out through their bar
associations, or in cooperation with the court, I do not know. There
are judges who also act as the principal character, as the top billing
in the case.
If this period in which we live is to mark a great change, that change
will be back to what might be called the fundamentals of our particular
civilization. We are going to go through a period of restoration of
moral standards. We must go through that kind of period, or we are
going to lose this country. We can lose it more surely through lack
of standards than we can from the physical force of an enemy. These
moral standards are inherent in our particular civilization because
they are based on the assumption that there is a code of morals, revealed morals; out of which have grown our law and our tradition.
I come from a people who have survived because they adhered to
tradition- more than to law. They have survived strictly on a moral
basis without possessing power in any sense. Unless we in this America
can find an end to this seemingly endless confusion that comes from
pragmatism and return to a natural law basis, not only for thought
but for life, we are lost. I refer to a system of life that was known up
to forty years ago to every generation in this country -known because it was taught in the schools by precept, which we have driven
out of the schools, known because it was in the home, known because
the church made it the center of our existence, and known without
too many comparisons with other ways of life. Now we have moved
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into this era of a conflict between natural law and Hegelian dialectic,
between Christianity and Marxism, both playing upon the minds of
people at the same time and producing an intellectual confusion that
destroys all standards of life.
We no longer have standards. The reason you are meeting is because we no longer have standards. Forty years ago lawyers would
not have met for this purpose; the lawyers had standards, and the
lawyer who did not have them would soon hear about his shortcomings. The same was formerly true in my profession. It is not
true today. We are afraid of standards - we might miss something.
This necessity, this national necessity for a return to moral standards, is not yet articulated by the people in any form other than the discontent that is everywhere evident- discontent that is unfocused,
uncertain, unclear. It is not a discontent against anything in particular; it is a discontent against everything. Everything seems wrong and
therefore the question arises: Are our lawyers as good as they should
be, and are they functioning for us as they should function for us? I
say that, while the members of the public are amused, you will also
hear them say about the lawyer, "I would not like to be caught with
him in a dark alley." That is not good, because there ought to be
confidence that you could be caught with him in a dark alley.
Now, I think that the legal profession, and all professions, have
to, and will, not merely seek within the narrow confines of their own
branch a legal code that perhaps keeps them out of trouble or that
perhaps restores something of the noble dignity of our great lawyers
of the past. Rather, I think that each profession will turn to the
broader subject of the restoration of moral standards in all fields, in
all professions, in all relationships in our country. In that process the
law can perhaps play a greater part than any other profession, because the law abhors anarchy, and in terms of morals our currency
today is anarchistic.
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